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1. Introduction 

 
Damaged infrastructures are increasingly becoming a 

threat to public safety, economy and quality of life. 
According to the American Society of Civil Engineers 
(ASCE 2013), over 20% of the 607,380 bridges in the 
United States (US) are classified as structurally deficient or 
functionally obsolete, while the average age for all bridges 
is 42 years. Over 50% of the structurally deficient or 
functionally obsolete bridges in the US are made of steel 
(Deng and Lee 2009). According to the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA 2013), $20.5 billion are needed 
annually to eliminate deficiencies in the US’s bridges over 
the next 15 years. A significant number of oil and gas 
platforms in the world are approaching or have exceeded 
their original design life, which was specified as typically 
25 years. 127 fixed offshore platforms on the United 
Kingdom Continental Shelf (UKCS), approximately 50% of 
the total platforms, are beyond their original design life. It is 
evident that this proportion is continuously increasing with 
time, especially as the rates of platform decommissioning 
and new installations are fairly low (Stacey and Birkinshaw, 
2008). Hollow sectional steel members have gained more 
widespread usage in bridges, airport terminal buildings, 
railway stations, industrial structures and oil platforms as 
load bearing in all directions and aesthetic appearance. Such 
existing steel structures are now facing the various level of 
damage due to corrosion, fatigue cracks, earthquake, and 
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increasing live loads (Chen et al. 2015). 

Conventional repair methods of damaged steel 
structures generally involve welding or bolting heavy steel 
plates to the existing structures (Gholami et al. 2016). 
Although such a repair approach has been utilized since 
1934 (Tavakkolizadeh and Saadatmanesh 2003), major 
issues, such as a need to shut down production in offshore 
structures during welding and loss of a significant part of 
the cross sectional area due to bolting, are accompanied 
(Mahdi and Zahiraniza 2018). The implement of new 
materials and strengthening techniques become essential to 
resolve the issues (Sundarraja and Prabhu 2013). Previous 
studies have been established carbon fiber reinforced 
polymer (CFRP) as a promising alternative repair technique 
for damaged structures. The favorable mechanical 
properties of CFRP composites include high strength, 
corrosion resistance, and ease of application (Mohammed et 
al. 2017). It can be used externally to enhance the shear and 
flexural capacities of beams (Faris and Mehtab 2015). 
Despite the considerable amount of research and 
applications of FRP composites in reinforced concrete (RC) 
and masonry structures, efforts on using FRP materials to 
retrofit damaged steel structures have been relatively 
limited (Zhou et al. 2013). Previous studies on the CFRP 
repaired damaged steel beams have generally been 
concerned on I-sectioned beams with limited attention to 
hollow sectional steel beams (Chen et al. 2015). Amer et al. 
(2011) presented an experimental study into the behavior of 
CFRP repaired steel I-beams having various notch depths 
that simulate the level of initial damage. Galal et al. (2012) 
conducted an experimental program on 13 medium-scale I-
sectioned steel beams to evaluate three repair schemes, 
namely: (1) adhesive-bonded CFRP plates; (2) adhesive-
bonded CFRP sheets; and (3) unbonded CFRP sheets with 
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ductile anchorage systems. Notched I-sectioned steel beams 
repaired by CFRP or a recently developed Carbon-fiber 
Hybrid-polymeric Matrix Composite (CHMC), which has 
been termed CarbonFlex, were studied experimentally and 
numerically by Zhou et al. (2013). Allan et al. (2016) 
experimentally investigated a pre-impregnated carbon fiber 
reinforced epoxy for repair of corroded and cracked I-
sectioned steel beams. The results demonstrated the ability 
of carbon prepreg patch to repair crack and corrosion 
defects in I-sectioned steel beams, restoring them to their 
original strength and stiffness. Ephrem and Akbar (2012) 
experimentally investigated repair of damaged circular 
hollow sectional (CHS) steel beams using composite 
wrapping. However, the repair of an existing structure relies 
mostly on the available access for repair (Mohamed 2014) 
and in some cases it could be difficult to fully wrap the 
CHS beams by composite, especially when these beams 
used in the floor system or as a bridge’s girder because the 
loads are applied on the top surface of the beams. In view of 
the reported literatures, it could be seen that there is a need 
to study repair of damaged CHS beams by composite 
materials. When composite patch/strip attaches to the 
bottom flange of an I-sectioned steel beam, it significantly 
improves the flexural capacities of the beam. Thus, 
following the same repair concept of steel I-sectioned 
beams, the CHS steel beams repaired from the underneath 
surface using the CFRP patch could be considered as an 
appropriate solution. Patch-type repairs, as opposed to fully 
encircled repairs, do not completely surround the damaged 
member, but rather only a specified area over the structural 
defect (Theisen and Keller 2016). The stiffness and strength 
of a finished composite part is dependent upon the 
orientations of its plies. This means that composite 
materials have advantages over metals in that we can design 
for stiffness and strength by tailoring the properties to suit 
the commodity, which could result in decreased cost. 
Therefore, there is a need for developing modeling 
approaches to predict the performance of steel beams 
repaired by wet lay-up CFRP with different fiber 
orientations. The objectives of the current study are: (1) to 

 
 

Fig. 1 CHS beams: (a) Intact beam (Beam A); (b) Corroded 
beam (Beam B); and (c) Repaired corroded beam 

investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of CFRP patch 
for repair of corroded CHS steel beams; (2) to develop 
meso-scale FE models of the CFRP patch repaired CHS 
steel beam which can be used to evaluate the effects of 
various CFRP patch parameters, including fiber orienta-
tions, on the flexural behavior of the repaired beams. 

 
 

2. Experimental program 
 
An experimental program was carried out to study the 

flexural performance of intact, corroded, and CFRP patch 
repaired CHS steel beams. Furthermore, experimental 
results were also used to validate the corresponding FE 
models. This section describes the properties of materials, 
details of experimental specimens, test setup and 
instrumentation. 

 

2.1 Materials 
 
2.1.1 Steel 
Three CHS steel beams were used in this study. Tensile 

tests were conducted to determine the mechanical properties 
of the steel beams. The results of the tensile tests show that 
the steel has Young’s modulus, yield and tensile strength of 
200 GPa, 264 MPa and 450 MPa, respectively. 

 
2.1.2 CFRP 
The carbon fiber fabric Sikawrap -231C and the epoxy 

impregnation resin Sikadur -330 were utilized as the repair 
materials. The Sikawrap and the Sikadur were chosen due 
to its wide structural applications (Jun and Marcus 2007). 
The Sikawrap -231C is a unidirectional carbon fiber fabric 
with high strength having a nominal thickness of 0.13 
mm/ply and Sikadur -330 is a two-part thixotropic epoxy 
based impregnating resin/adhesive. The epoxy adhesive 
consisting of Part A (resin) and Part B (hardener). The 
Sikawrap -231C has strength of 4900 MPa, Young’s 
modulus of 230 GPa, and maximum strain of 2.1% and 
Sikadur -330 has tensile strength of 30 MPa and Young’s 
modulus of 4.5 GPa, as per the manufacturer’s 
specifications. 

 

2.2 Beam details 
Three CHS steel beams, including one undamaged 

control beam (Beam A), one corroded beam (Beam B), and 
one repaired corroded beam (Beam C), as shown in Fig. 1, 
were studied. The experimental samples have a length of 
1170 mm, an external diameter of 168.3 mm and a wall 
thickness of 14.3 mm. Small-scale experimental samples, 
which have 1170 mm lengths, were considered to suit 
available experimental equipment. Cylindrical samples with 
high wall thickness of 168.3 mm were chosen to represent a 
structural element of a bridge or a jacket type offshore 
platform. The specimen preparation involved corrosion 
creation, surface preparation, and applying wet lay-up 
CFRP. 

 

2.2.1 Corrosion creation 
Different researchers have artificially created localized 

and/or distributed corrosion damage on steel structural 
elements by various techniques (Allan et al. 2016, 
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Mohamed 2014, Ephrem and Akbar 2012, Galal et al. 2012, 
Photiou et al. 2006, Abdullah et al. 2004). For example, 
Galal et al. (2012) drilled a few holes in tension flanges of 
I-sectioned steel beams to simulate deterioration in the 
flexural capacity of beams attributable to localized 
corrosion. In this study, six holes were drilled through the 
whole thickness of the cylinder at mid-span of two CHS 
beams, as shown in Fig. 2, to simulate structurally 
deficiency attributed to localized corrosion, following the 
same corrosion-simulation technique adopted by Galal et al. 
(2012). Details of created corrosion damage on the beams 
are given in Fig. 3. Localized corrosion damage was studied 
because firstly, in most cases, the damage due to corrosion 
is localized in the beam (Allan et al. 2016) and secondly, 
localized corrosion is considered to be more dangerous than 
uniform corrosion damage since it is more difficult to 
detect, predict and design against. 

 
2.2.2 Surface preparation 
Although proper surface preparation of steel substrate is 

an important step to achieve a good bond joint between the 
steel and CFRP (Mohamed 2014, Ephrem and Akbar 2012, 
and Akbar et al. 2010), specific requirements have not been 
developed yet (Amer et al., 2011). In this study the bottom 
surfaces of Beams C was roughened by an electric grinder 
with a sand paper wheel (roughness size #24) to enhance 
bond between the steel and composite material. It should be 
noted that same procedure was adopted by Yail and Garrett 

 
 

Fig. 2 Corrosion damage creation 
 
 

 

Fig. 3 Details of corrosion damage 
 
 

Fig. 4 Dimensions of CFRP patch 
 

(2011) and Ahmed et al. (2017) for surface preparation. The 
surfaces of the samples were thoroughly cleaned with 
mechanical brush and acetone immediately prior to the 
application of composite repair. This was done to ensure 
that the surface was clean from any of the contaminants, 
such as dust and rust. 

 
2.2.3 CFRP patch repair 
Contrary to RC applications that have design standards 

and guidelines (ACI 2007), virtually no globally-accepted 
design guidelines are available for steel applications of 
CFRP composites (Amer 2014). Although analytical 
modeling based on sectional analysis is available for design 
of CFRP (wrap) strengthened undamaged CHS beam 
(Haedir et al. 2010, Haedir and Zhao 2012), currently there 
is no analytical modeling available for design of CFRP 
patch repaired damaged CHS steel beam. Therefore, in this 
study CFRP patch repairs were sized by trial-and-error 
method using finite element analysis (FEA) to be capable to 
restore the full flexural stiffness and strength of damaged 
beams. To keep the overall stiffness of the beam unchanged, 
stiffness of the CFRP patch, which is determined by the 
number of plies and orientations of its plies, is considered to 
be equal to stiffness of the corroded portion of the beam. 
One of corroded beams was repaired by a patch which was 
composed of 15 plies of identical 160×300 mm CFRP 
sheets, as shown in Fig. 4. It should be noted that a large 
number of composite layers is common in composite repair 
industry as Allan et al. (2016) used 15-ply composite, 
Karatzas et al. (2013) utilized 16-ply composite and 
Tsouvalis et al. (2008) used 18-ply composite for repair 
purpose. The carbon fiber sheets were applied underneath 
the corroded sample using a saturating epoxy as both a resin 
and adhesive in a wet lay-up (hand lay-up) system. The 
mixing ratio of Sikadur -330 part A to part B is 4:1 by 
weight, respectively. After the carbon fiber fabric was 
properly saturated with the adhesive, it was installed on the 
corroded beam manually while keeping the center of the 
patch with the center of the damage. First ply aligned with 
the longitudinal direction of the beam, while the second ply 
positioned at 90° to the longitudinal direction of sample, 
and this procedure was continued to the last ply. The CFRP 
repair was left to cure for two weeks in the laboratory prior 
to experimental testing. 

 
2.3 Test setup and instrumentation 
The specimens were subjected to three-point bending 

under static load conditions, as shown in Fig. 5. Such a 
testing scheme is particularly useful for studying the 
performance of damaged beams (Yail and Garrett 2011). 
One linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) was 
located at the mid span (immediately beneath the applied 
load) to measure the deflection of the sample. Three 
KYOWA, 2-mm-long, strain gauges were mounted on the 
surface of the CFRP patch to measure longitudinal strains of 
the composite repair. Fig. 6 shows the positions of the strain 
gauges on the experimental samples. The load, midspan 
deflection, and strains at different points were recorded with 
a data acquisition system interfacing with a PC. 
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Fig. 5 Three-point bending test 
 
 

 

Fig. 6 Positions of strain gauges on repaired beam 
 
 

3. Proposed model 
 
Numerical simulations have been used as comple-

mentary and cost-effective methods to experiments, as the 
latter could be time consuming and limited in its scope to 
cover extensive testing parameters (Wu et al. 2012). This 
section summarizes a modelling approach to predict the 
performance of damaged CHS steel beam repaired by CFRP 
patch when subjected to static loading. The FE modeling 
approach is unique because it takes into account fiber 
orientations and orthotropic behavior of wet lay-up CFRP. 
The FEA program ANSYS Workbench (Version 15) and 
ANSYS Composite PrepPost (ACP) Module, which is an 
add-on module to ANSYS, were utilized. 

 
3.1 Mesh 
 
The geometrical models were meshed into elements, as 

shown in Fig. 7, using combination of the auto meshing and 
map meshing in order to achieve the best solution. It should 
be noted that Kambiz et al. (2012) implemented the same 
method (combination of auto meshing and map meshing) 
for meshing their finite element models and they achieved 
very accurate results. A relatively fine mesh was used based 
on the results of mesh convergence study, as shown in Fig. 
8. 

Fig. 7 Constructed FE model 
 
 

Fig. 8 Mesh convergence study 
 
 
3.2 Element description 
 
The CHS steel beams were modeled with 3-D, higher 

order SOLID187 element. This element has a quadratic 
displacement behavior and is well suited for irregular 
meshes, such as those produced near damaged region. It 
should be noted that Ma et al. (2015) used SOLID187 for 
modelling tubular steel member and bolted-plate steel 
connections. SHELL181 elements were used to represent 
CFRP patch repair. SHELL181 can be used for layered 
applications for modeling composite shells or sandwich 
construction (ANSYS Inc. 2015). It should be noted that 
Pouria et al. (2015) employed SHELL181 for modelling 
composite layers (laminates). The interfacial behavior 
between composite and steel was model using CONTA174 
and TARGE170 elements. CONTA174 is used to represent 
contact and sliding between 3-D “target” surfaces 
(TARGE170) and a deformable surface, defined by this 
element. It should be noted that similar elements and 
concept had been considered by Suzan (2018) for modelling 
interface between composite and steel. 

 
3.3 Constitutive models 
 
3.3.1 Steel 
While engineering stress strain curve can be used for 

small strain analysis, true stress strain must be used for 

Cylindrical support

CFRP patch Repair 

Cylindrical 
support 

Bonded contact 

Steel block 
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Fig. 10 Constitutive model of CFRP 
 
 

plasticity, as they are more representative measures of the 
state of material (ANSYS Inc. 2014). It should be noted that 
Fernando et al. (2015, 2009), who studied CFRP-
strengthened rectangular steel tubes, used true strain stress 
curve for their finite element analysis. The steel non-
linearity (plasticity) was accounted for in the model by 
specifying a bi-linear isotropic hardening model, as shown 
in Fig. 9. The tangent modulus set as 2000 MPa in 
compliance with Eurocode 3 (2005). The bilinear isotropic 
hardening model was used in many numerical studies. For 
instance, Iftekharul and Sabrina (2015) used this modelling 
concept in the FEA of CFRP strengthened steel CHS 
column. 

 
3.3.2 CFRP 
The CFRP laminate was treated as a linear (see Fig. 10) 

and orthotropic material. Number of layers, orientation of 
the fibers in each layer and thickness of each ply were 
defined in the ACP (Pre) Module. 

 
3.3.3 Adhesive 
Several researchers, such as Burlović et al. (2016), Teng 

et al. (2015), Fernando et al. (2015), Kotsidis et al. (2014) 
and Anyfantis (2012), have implemented the Cohesive Zone 
Model (CZM) for modelling the adhesively bond between 
composite and metal and they have achieved very accurate 
results as in their related experimental results. The CZM is 
based on the concepts of stress and fracture mechanics, and 
can be fitted into the local or continuum approach (Da Silva 

 
 

 

Fig. 11 The bilinear traction separation law 
(Karatzas et al. 2013) 

 
 

and Campilho 2012). It is capable of simulating the damage 
initiation and growth (Karatzas et al. 2013). This approach 
introduces a failure mechanisms by gradually degrading the 
material elasticity between the surfaces. The material 
behavior at the interface is characterized by the stresses 
(normal and tangential) and separation distances (normal 
gap and tangential sliding) (CAE Associates 2012). The 
CZM is based on traction-separation constitutive law. 
Several shapes for the traction-separation law exist in the 
literature as follow: the bilinear, linear-parabolic, 
exponential and trapezoidal shapes. The bilinear law (Fig. 
11) is well suited for the modeling of resins and non-ductile 
adhesives (Karatzas et al. 2013). 

The material properties required for the cohesive law 
are: 

 

(1) Maximum normal stress 
(2) Maximum tangential stress 
(3) Critical fracture energy for normal separation (mode 

I) 
(4) Critical fracture energy for tangential slip (mode II) 
 

In this study the CZM was used to model adhesive 
between composite and steel and CZM parameters were 
taken from Fernando et al. (2015), as summarized in Table 
1. Fernando et al. (2015) calculated CZM parameters for the 
Sikadur-330 adhesive based on the approach which was 
proposed by Teng et al. (2015), Fernando (2010) and 
Campilho et al. (2008). 

 

Fig. 9 Bi-linear isotropic hardening model of steel 
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Table 1 Traction-separation parameters for Sikadur-330 
adhesive 

Loading mode 
Maximum stress 

(MPa) 
Critical fracture 
energy (N/mm) 

Mode I 31.28 0.106 

Mode II 28.15 7.056 
 

 
 
3.4 Boundary conditions and loading 
 
The cylindrical supports were assigned at two ends of 

the beams due to the curved surface of the CHS beam. The 
tangential movement was set into fixed while axial and 
radial movements were defined as free to keep the boundary 
conditions consistent with the experiments. The Bonded 
contact was defined between the top surface of the steel 
beam and the bottom surface of the block which transfers 
the applied load, as shown in Fig. 7. This Bonded contact 
fixes the surfaces to one another, so sliding or separation 
cannot occur. The load in the vertical direction at mid-span 
of the beam on a certain area corresponding to the load 
application region in the experimental tests was applied. 

 
3.5 Validation and parametric study 
 
The validation of FE approach was achieved in two 

steps. Firstly, the load-deflection curves of the three 
aforementioned beams obtained by computational 
simulation were compared with counterpart experimental 
results. Secondly, predicted strain distributions in the 
composite patch of Beam C were compared with 
corresponding strains measured by the strain gauges. There 
are several parameters that can affect the effectiveness of 
CFRP patch as a structural repair technique for damaged 
steel beams. The parametric study was performed by 
changing a single parameter while maintaining the 
remaining parameters constant. 

 
 

4. Results and discussion 
 
This section provides and discusses experimental and 

predicted results of the study, including load-deflection 
responses of three CHS steel beams, strain analysis of 
CFRP patch, stress analysis of steel beams, and effects of 
various composite patch parameters on the flexural 
performance of the CHS steel beam repaired by composite 
patching. 

 
4.1 Load-displacement response 
 
Figs. 12(a)-(c) show the midspan load-displacement 

responses of the predicted and experimental Beams A, B 
and C, respectively. These figures indicate that the predicted 
load-displacement response agreed well with that measured 
experimentally with average error of 8.9%. Experimental 
uncertainty, such as thickness of adhesive in a wet layup 
application, and assumptions in FEA, such as bilinear 
model of steel, could have contributed to the discrepancy. 

 

 

Fig. 12 Load-displacement response of (a) Beam A; 
(b) Beam Bl and (c) Beam C 

 
 

The load-displacement curves became nonlinear, mainly 
because of the steel plasticity, following a linear elastic 
range. The Beams A and B failed by yielding of steel 
section, whereas the Beam C failed due to the rupture of 
CFRP patch, i.e., failure of CFRP in the transverse direction 
of patch by fiber breaking. This failure constitutes an 
intralaminar damage as the failure established inside a ply. 
The yielding of the beams was initiated exactly at the 
midspan and underneath of the beams, where the maximum 
strain occurred. Gradual load-softening was observed 
beyond the ultimate load of the experimental beams. 

Fig. 13 compared load-displacement curves of computa-
tional Beams A, B and C. A summary of the predicted 
elastic stiffness and strength of the beams is given in Table 
2. It can be observed that Beam C exhibited an increase in 
stiffness as well as ultimate strength, compared to the 
corroded beam (Beam B). The load-sharing mechanism 
between the steel and CFRP improved the flexural capacity 
of the repaired beams. The repair effect was more 
pronounced in the post-elastic region compared to the 
elastic region. This finding is consistent with observa- 
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Table 2 Predicted results of the beams 

Beam 
identification 

Elastic stiffness 
(kN/mm) 

Strength 
(kN) 

Beam A 224 478 

Beam B 204 406 

Beam C 228 496 
 

 
 

Fig. 13 Comparison of predicted results 
 
 

tions from other studies by Ahmed et al. (2015, 2017), who 
conducted researches on the composite repaired concrete-
filled steel tubular (CFST) beams. This finding can be 
explained by the fact that following yield, and the loss of 
stiffness of the steel, the contribution of the CFRP repair 
becomes greater. The elastic stiffness of corroded beam 
(Beam B) and repaired corroded beam (Beam C) are 204 
and 228 kN/mm, respectively, which are 91.1 and 101.8% 
of that of undamaged beam (224 kN/mm). The flexural 
strength of corroded beam and repaired corroded beam are 
406 and 496 kN, respectively, which are 84.9 and 103.8% 
of that of undamaged beam (478 kN). Therefore, the 
corrosion reduced elastic stiffness and flexural strength of 
the undamaged beam by 8.9 and 15.1%, respectively, and 
composite repair recovered 10.7 and 18.9% of those, 
respectively, compared to undamaged beam. These results 
demonstrated the ability of CFRP patch repair to restore full 
bending capacity of the corroded CHS steel beam. 

 
4.2 Strain distributions in CFRP patch 
 
The longitudinal strain distributions in the composite 

patch of the repaired corroded beam (Beam C) at a load of 
50% Pu (typical service state) was graphed in Fig. 14. The 
computed strains agreed well with those measured 
experimentally. A symmetrical non-uniformly distribution 
shape was observed. The longitudinal strain at mid-span 
achieved the maximum value because the geometrical 
discontinuity at corroded region caused stress concentration 
at mid-span of the beam. The strain value significantly 
decreased away from mid-span to two terminations of the 
CFRP patch. It is worth nothing that Chen et al. (2015) 
reported that strains distribute non-uniformly in CFRP plate 
for nonprestressed specimen, and strains distribute 
uniformly in CFRP plate for prestressed specimen. 
Moreover, Chen et al. (2015) indicated that prestressed 
CFRP plate utilization efficiency is better  than 

Fig. 14 Longitudinal strain distributions in CFRP 
patch of Beam C 

 
 

nonprestressed one due to prevention of strain concentration 
at prestressed composite plate. 

 
4.3 Stress distributions in CHS beam 
 
In comparison with experimental study, FEA is more 

comfortable and efficient for capturing stress distribution. 
The von Mises stress distributions in Beams A, B and C 
around the corroded area at a load of 157 kN (yield load of 
corroded beam), computed by the finite element analysis, 
are shown in Fig. 15. Maximum von Mises stress around 
the corroded area in Beam B (265.6 MPa) at a load of 157 
kN was over two times greater than at same position in 
Beam A (117 MPa). Beam B started yielding and exhibiting 
local inelastic behavior at this load, while Beam A remained 
entirely elastic. These observations imply that damage in a 
CHS steel beam may cause significant stress concentration 
that could accelerate deterioration. It can be observed that 
composite repair reduced the maximum von Mises stress of 
the Beam B significantly by 23.3% from 265.3 to 203.6 
MPa. Furthermore, CFRP Patch repair prevented the high 
stress concentration near corroded area and made stress 
distribution more uniform. This observation is attributed to 
the fact that composite patch repair effectively relieves 
some of the stress by reestablishing a continuous stress path 
for lower side of the beam. 

 
4.4 Parametric study 
 
A parametric finite element study was performed to 

investigate the effects of various CFRP patch repair 
parameters (design variables) on the flexural behavior of the 
repaired CHS steel beams (response) and to determine the 
sensitivity of the flexural performance of repaired beams to 
the parameters. 

 
4.4.1 Effect of CFRP patch length 
Fig. 16 shows the effect of three CFRP patch lengths of 

20, 30, and 40 cm on the flexural response of the repaired 
CHS beam. It can be seen that increasing the CFRP patch 
length increased the stiffness of the repaired beam. This was 
mainly because the longer patch increased the moment of 
inertia of the greater length of the repaired beam and, 
therefore, enhanced stiffness of the entire beam more. The 
stiffness enhancement was more pronounced in the post-
elastic region in comparison with elastic region. This 
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Fig. 15 Von Mises stress distributions in: (a) Beam A; 
(b) Beam B; and (c) Beam C 

 
 

Fig. 16 Effect of CFRP patch length on the flexural 
performance of repaired beam 

 
 

observation can be explained by the fact that following 
yield, and the loss of stiffness of the steel, the contribution 
of the CFRP patch repair becomes greater. The CFRP patch 

 

 

Fig. 17 Failure analysis of beams having CFRP patch 
lengths of (a) 20; (b) 30; and (c) 40 cm 

 
 
repair length has slight effect on the strength of the repaired 
CHS beam. This is due to failure mechanism of the CFRP 
patch repair. The failure of CFRP patch based on various 
failure criteria of composite including maximum strain, 
maximum stress, Tsai-Wu, Tsai-Hill, Puck and Hashin was 
evaluated and visualized in ACP (Post). Figs. 17(a)-(c) 
show the results of failure analysis of repaired beams 
having patch length of 20, 30 and 40 cm, respectively. The 
critical failure criteria of the repaired beams are maximum 
strains in the longitudinal direction of the CHS beam. The 
critical region is the center of the patch because of strain 
concentration at this position. Lengthening the patch at its 
two ends in longitudinal direction of the beam had small 
effect on the center of the patch (critical region) and, thus, 
strength of the CHS beam. 
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Fig. 18 Effect of CFRP patch width on the flexural 
performance of repaired beam 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 19 Failure analysis of repaired beams having CFRP 
patch widths of (a) 12; (b) 14; and (c) 16 cm 

4.4.2 Effect of CFRP patch width 
Flexural responses of repaired CHS beams having three 

CFRP patch widths of 12, 14 and 16 cm were depicted in 
Fig. 18. It can be seen that CFRP patch width had negligible 
effect on the stiffness of the repaired beam. This 
observation can be explained by the fact that increasing 
CFRP patch width from 12 to 16 cm resulted in adding 
composite repair near to position of neutral axis of the cross 
section and, therefore, it has negligible effect on the 
moment of inertia and flexural stiffness of the beam. Fig. 18 
indicates that unlike the stiffness of the repaired beam, the 
strength recovery was affected significantly by the CFRP 
patch width. This is because of failure mechanism of the 
CFRP patch repair. Results of failure analysis of the 
repaired beams having three CFRP patch widths of 12, 14 
and 16 cm are shown in Figs. 19(a)-(c), respectively. The 
critical failure criteria of the repaired beams are maximum 
strains in the longitudinal direction of the CHS beam. The 
critical region is the center of the patch, which is close to 
the corroded area of the steel beam, because of strain 
concentration at this position, which resulting from large 
deformation of the steel beam at this position. Widening the 
patch includes adding the repair material near the critical 
region of the CFRP patch repair. The greater amount of 
repair material at the critical region resulted in ability to 
carry more load and, therefore, prevented the early failure 
of composite and increased strength of the repaired beam. 

 
4.4.3 Effect of number of CFRP plies 
Load-deflection curves of corroded beams having 10, 

15, and 20-ply composite repairs were depicted in Fig. 20. 
It can be noticed that increasing the number of plies (CFRP 
thickness) enhanced the stiffness of the repaired beam. This 
is mainly because that thicker CFRP repair resulted in the 
greater moment of inertia of the cross section and, thus, 
stiffer beam. It was found that number of CFRP plies has 
substantial effect on the strength of the repaired beam. This 
is attributed to the failure mechanism of the repaired beam. 
Results of failure analysis of the repaired beams having 10, 
15 and 20-ply CFRP patch are shown in Figs. 21(a)-(c), 
respectively. The critical failure criteria of the repaired 
beams are maximum strains in the longitudinal direction of 
the CHS beam. Increasing the thickness of the CFRP repair 
material strengthened it and as a consequence it can stand 
greater amount of longitudinal strain. This resulted in 

 
 

Fig. 20 Effect of number of CFRP plies on the flexural 
performance of repaired beam 
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Fig. 21 Failure analysis of repaired beam having (a) 
10-ply CFRP; (b) 15-ply CFRP; and (c) 20 ply-
CFRP Patch 

 
 

delaying the failure of composite repair and increasing 
strength of the repaired beam. 

 
4.4.4 Effect of stacking sequence 
A summary of flexural behaviors of the repaired beams 

having three different stacking sequences, including 
[0°/+90°], [+45°/-45°/0°/+90°] and [+45°/-45°], is given in 
Fig. 22. These three stacking sequences were commonly 
observed in the composite applications (Allan et al. 2016, 
Gong et al. 2015, Harald et al. 2012, Papanikos et al. 2005). 
It can be observed that the repaired beam having stacking 
sequence of [0°/+90°] showed the highest stiffness 

Fig. 22 Effect of stacking sequence on flexural 
behavior of repaired beam 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 23 Failure analysis of repaired beams having 
stacking sequences of (a) [0°/+90°]; (b) [+45°/-
45°/0°/+90°] and (c) [+45°/-45°] 
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compared to the two other beams. This observation can be 
explained by the fact that this beam contains the maximum 
number of 0° layers, whose fiber orientation coincides to 
the longitudinal direction of the beam, and, therefore, its 
repair material is the stiffest in this direction, which resulted 
in the stiffest repaired beam. It can be noticed that repaired 
beam having stacking sequence of [+45°/-45°] exhibited the 
highest strength compared to the two other beams. This 
observation is attributed to the failure mechanism of the 
repaired beam. Results of failure analysis of the repaired 
beams having stacking sequences of [0°/+90°], [+45°/-
45°/0°/+90°] and [+45°/-45°] are shown in Figs. 23(a)-(c), 
respectively. The critical failure criteria of the repaired 
beams are maximum strains in the longitudinal direction of 
the CHS beam. This beam contains no 90° layer (its fiber 
orientation is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of 
the beam), which is the weakest fiber orientation for this 
particular beam configuration. This leads to preventing the 
early failure of repair material and, thus, the greatest 
strength of the beam. The effectiveness of the patch lay-ups 
with regard to stiffness and strength enhancement should 
not be the only criteria for their use as repairs. Other critical 
parameters, such as thermal expansion, must be also taken 
into account. For instance, although the quasi-isotropic 
[+45°/-45°/0°/+90°] did not show the most effective 
concerning the stiffness and strength improvement of the 
repaired beam, it is well known that it has smaller thermal 
expansion than the two other layups. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
This paper has presented experimental and numerical 

investigations into the flexural behavior of CFRP patch 
repaired corroded CHS steel beams. Based on the measured 
and predicted results, the following is concluded: 

 

 Results of this study demonstrated the ability of 
CFRP patch to recover 100% of lost flexural 
capacity of the corroded CHS steel beam and even to 
exceed its original capacity. 

 The effect of composite patch repair technique on 
post-elastic stiffness was more pronounced 
compared to the elastic stiffness. 

 The proposed FE modelling approach can be used 
for design of the wet lay-up CFRP patch repair and 
optimization of its fiber orientations. 

 A non-uniformly strain distribution in CFRP patch 
indicted the presence of stress concentration at 
deficient area of the beam, reducing the efficiency of 
CFRP patch compared to prestressed CFRP plate, 
which has uniform strain distribution. 

 Stress analysis of CHS steel beams showed that 
corrosion damage can increase the maximum von 
Mises stress of the damaged beam to over twice and 
CFRP patch repair reduced it significantly by 23.3%. 

 Failure analysis of composite patch based on various 
failure criteria revealed that critical failure criteria is 
maximum strains in the longitudinal direction of the 
beam, which governs the failure of repaired beams. 

 The parametric study using the validated FE model 

showed that increasing the CFRP laminates does not 
necessarily improve flexural stiffness and strength of 
repaired beams and proper CFRP laminate 
configuration is essential for maximum enhancement 
in bending behavior of beams. 

 The sensitive parameters affecting the stiffness of 
CFRP patch repaired CHS steel beams are CFRP 
patch length, number of CFRP plies (CFRP 
thickness) and stacking sequence. 

 The sensitive parameters affecting the strength of 
CFRP patch repaired CHS steel beams are CFRP 
patch width, number of CFRP plies and stacking 
sequence. 

 The repaired beams having stacking sequences of 
[0°/+90°] and [+45°/-45°] exhibited the highest 
stiffness and the highest strength, respectively. 
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